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AOHP and Kamo Management Extend Partnership Agreement 
 

December 11, 2013 – The Association of Occupational Health Professionals in Healthcare (AOHP) and Kamo 

Management Services of Wexford, PA, recently signed a new four-year agreement to extend their professional 

affiliation. This partnership benefits the more than 1,000 members of AOHP and the thousands of healthcare 

workers these members care for in hospitals and other health-related facilities across the United States.   

 

"AOHP appreciates the outstanding manner by which Kamo provides services to association leadership and to 

our members, so we are excited about our ongoing partnership," says AOHP Executive President Dee Tyler, 

RN, COHN-S, FAAOHN.  "The Kamo team is responsive, reliable and effective, and AOHP recognizes Kamo 

as an intricate business partner that we rely on daily. Kamo staff work hard for AOHP, and we confidently trust 

them based on their high quality of deliverables." 

 
“Kamo has provided full management services for AOHP since 2001, when the association was challenged with 

the task of finding effective and affordable association management services," comments Judy Lyle, Co-Owner 

of this women-owned and -operated business. "With prudent guidance and sound Board decisions, AOHP is a 

now a vibrant organization, continually providing a heightened array of benefits to its expanding membership. 

Helping to grow this association has been rewarding to Kamo staff.” 

 

During their 12-year partnership, AOHP has been able to offer significant growth in member benefits, with 

support from Kamo Management Services, without ever raising membership dues, including: 

 The AOHP Listserv, a very popular tool for facilitating practice-related discussions among members. 

 Quarterly and monthly e-communication to keep members up-to-date. 

 An expanded Journal, which has been indexed in CINAHL, that includes great reprints of interest to 

members and offers insightful colleague connection articles. 

 An informative, continually updated Web site that is easy to navigate. 

 AOHP's national recognition as a leader in occupational health through collaborative efforts with NIOSH, 

ANA and the CDC. 

 

Kamo Management Services helps associations maximize member focus and time management by directing all 

administrative operations and closely integrating with Board leadership and volunteer staff. Kamo's 

comprehensive association management services include: administrative support; membership services; 

organizational development; meeting and conference planning; financial management; and technology and Web 

site services. 

 

AOHP is a national association whose vision is to be the defining resource and leading advocate for 

occupational health and safety in healthcare. AOHP promotes health, safety and well-being for healthcare 

workers through: advocating for employee health and safety; occupational health education and networking 

opportunities; health and safety advancement through best practice and research; and partnering with employers, 

regulatory agencies and related associations.  
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